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Abstract
This paper uses a western theoretical foundation of followership as a framework for a
limited, empirically-derived perspective of Russian followers. The author argues for the
importance of new cultural research by which Western theories may be reevaluated and a new
understanding established of Russian followership. A rationale for research on Russian
followership is also proposed.
Introduction
Leadership scholarship has long recognized that effective leaders should have a clear
understanding of their subordinates or followers’ roles and behavior (Bass, 2008; Blight, 2011;
Lapierre & Carsten, 2014). At the same time, the main focus of the leadership scholarship has
always been on leaders’ view of subordinates and leader-follower dynamics (Bass 2008; Blight,
2011; Lapierre & Carsten, 2014). Although the importance of the follower-centric approachhas
been recognized in the past (e.g., Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995, Meindle, 1995), empirical studies are
still limited (Carsten, Uhl-Bien, West, Patera, McGregor, 2009; Lapierre & Carsten, 2014). At
the same time, the follower-centric approach or followership is critical as it “adopts the follower
as the primary focus and explores how followership behaviors are related to organizational
outcomes of interest” (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995, p. 223).
Empirical interest to Russian leadership has increased in the past decade (e.g., Grachev &
Bobina, 2006; Omeltchenka & Armitage, 2006). Existing research helps to understand
characteristics of Russian leaders, reasons for their leadership behavior (e.g., paternalism,
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charismatic, and autocratic behavior), and a leader’s perspective of leader-follower dynamics
(e.g., Grachev & Bobina, 2006; Javidan & House, 2002; Omeltchenka & Armitage, 2006). At the
same time, Russian followership or followers’ view of an organizational reality and influence of
followers’ behavior on organizational outcomes has never been explored (Zamulin, 2009). Thus,
as the Russian public increases its political activity (RIA Novosti, 2012), as democratic values
steadily establish themselves as popular values (Carnaghan, 2007), and as the Russian State
actively shows self-confidence and assertiveness to the world (Druzhinin, 2014), it is important
to explore the image of a Russian follower. Understanding characteristics of contemporary
Russian followers and follower-leader interactions and influences will help leaders of
international organizations to establish realistic leadership and management strategies in Russia.

Current Understanding of Followership
The past several decades brought an increased interest in followership and recognized a
robust empirical position that the essence of leadership is followership (e.g., Baker, 2007; Blight,
2011; Kelley, 1988, 1992; Lapierre & Carsten, 2014). Research uncovered: diverse followership
roles (contrary to a traditional view of only one passive role) (Baker, 2007; Carsten, Uhl-Bien,
West, Patera, & McGregor, 2010); the importance of viewing follower-leader relationships in a
specific context (Baker, 2007); and the need to focus on followers’ (rather than leaders’)
perspectives of followership to understand followers view of themselves (Carsten et al., 2010).
One of the most important contributions of followership scholars is an articulated distinction
between followers and subordinates (Hinrichs & Hinrichs, 2014). Traditionally, followership
literature assumed that since followers typically function at lower organizational levels and have
less power, authority, and influence, follower and subordinate roles should be viewed as equal
(Hinrichs & Hinrichs, 2014). This argument was also explicitly evident in empirical literature
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when followers were operationalized as lower level employees (e.g., Russell, 2003; Schyns &
Felfe, 2006). To oppose this linear view on followers, Hinrichs and Hinrichs (2014) argue in
favor of the importance of hierarchical differences within organizations as those differences
create a unique context for followers’ behavior.
Other works asserted that followers perform a courageous responsibility to mitigate
organizational reality (Chaleff, 1995) and have established self-concepts that interact with
leaders’ expectations (Howell & Mendez, 2008). Hosking (2007) proposed a “fluid” approach to
leadership-followership dichotomy by advocating that leader-follower relationship is not a
simple process, and leaders and followers can exchange roles. Finally, Lapierre and Carsten
(2014) and Uhl-Bien, Riggio, and Carsten (2014) identify the strong emerging stream of research
indicating that followers are active contributors to leadership processes. In summary, this
emerging perspective suggests that followers get the job done, work in the best interests of the
organization’s mission, are able to change, actively support leaders’ decisions, and learn from
their leaders (Lapierre & Carsten, 2014).
Overall, it is evident that followership research is assuming a more active follower role
that is contextually bound, fluid, and incorporates human elements of followers (e.g., human
dignity as noted in Hinrichs & Hinrichs, 2014). Simultaneously, questions of cultural variations
as follower’s characteristics or a concept of a global follower still have not received deserved
attention. The next section provides a brief overview of literature on Russian subordinates.

Who is a Russian Follower?
Literature on Russian followership is very limited in Russian as well as Western
scholarship. Scarce conclusions state that the follower-leader dynamic in Russia is very unique
based on geographic and climate factors, political and economic influences, and historical
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traditions of leadership-public relationship and collective memory of those relationships
(Zamulin, 2009). In addition, there is another factor that complicates an understanding of the
Russian followership. For centuries, Russian and international public, politicians, and scholars
have been debating about Russian cultural values. Are they more Eastern or Western (Raleigh,
2012)? Finally, recent “blind” adoption of Western management concepts and literature in
Russia, created a situation where Russian organizational reality is viewed and interpreted
through a Western lens (Omeltchenka & Armitage, 2006; Zamulin, 2011).
All of these factors are significant in determining the current meaning of the Russian
followership and the meaning of Russian follower-leader relationships. At the same time, these
factors have primarily been addressed by historians who examined the past evolution of the
Soviet public and public sphere (e.g., Raleigh, 2012; Yurchak, 2005), or the younger generation
of Russians (Mankoff, 2010).
Although there is no direct social science research on Russian followership, practitioners’
observations, management textbooks, and limited Western and Russian studies addressed
behavior of Russian subordinates. As mentioned above, there is an emerging distinction between
subordinates and followers in Western literature (Hinrichs & Hinrichs, 2014). This paper
supports the view that “subordinates defer to superiors out of obligation, followers choose to
differ to a leader because they believe, based on their evaluation of dimensions such as the
leader’s moral character, courage, effort, or ideas, that the leader’s direction is worthy of
support” (Hinrichs & Hinrichs, pp. 92-93, 2014).
While agreeing that Russian culture is characterized by high power distance (Hofstede,
1993), this paper also advocates that power distance orientation is shifting in Russia. It is a subtle
but a noticeable process toward a decreasing power distance (Naumov & Petrovskaia, 2010).
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Based on this fact, this paper suggests separating Russian subordinates and followers based on
obligatory hierarchical relationships with a leader for the former, and relationships that are based
on genuine support and free-well for the latter. Considering that existing Russian and Western
literature denotes Russian employees only as subordinates, this paper presents information that
addresses this traditional view. Simultaneously, it cautions not to blindly transfer knowledge of
Russian subordinates to understand Russian followers.
The primary focus of management literature has always been on Russian leaders
(Zamulin, 2011). Research on Russian subordinates is incomplete and meaningful empirical
conclusions are limited. In practitioner literature, for example, a typical complaint about Russian
subordinates by foreign managers still includes reluctance to accept responsibility for their
mistakes or shortcomings (Gesteland & Nytoft, 2013) and lack of participation in decision
making (Neverovskaya, 2012). Popular management books explain that the leadership
expectations of Russian subordinates are shaped by both Russian culture and years of living and
working under state socialism (Thomas & Inkson, 2003). At the same time, management texts
suggest that Russian subordinates are able to adopt to their international supervisors to
accomplish tasks (Boyacigiller, Goodman, & Phillips, 2004) and their work values are changing
as a result of market experience (Cardona & Morley, 2013). More specifically, “centralization,
obedience, discipline, career, and strong power are being replaced by personal identity; focus on
real needs, collectivism, innovation, and decentralization” (Cardona & Morley, 2013, p.138).
There is no Russian-specific and easily identifiable subordinate-centric research. Simultaneously,
there are recent studies focusing on Russian management or relationships between foreign
management and Russian employees that can be helpful in building an understanding of a
Russian follower. According to Holden and Vaiman (2013), Russian talent management
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strategies are dysfunctional due to unchanged Soviet mentality of Russian employees, as
Russians still gravitate to authoritarian rule, subside to the power of their boss, mistrust
institutions, and follow unchanged talent management approaches with a tradition of limited
empowerment. Using Hofstede’s framework and instrumentation, Kuchinke and Ardichvili
(2008) explored work-related cultural dimensions of over 4,000 respondents from ten
manufacturing companies across six countries (including Russia). The study revealed that some
cultural values could be more malleable than others. For example, power distance and
masculinity in Russia were substantially different (less and higher, respectively) from earlier
research. Based on these findings, it is plausible to assume that Russian subordinates are
becoming more comfortable in power relations and more individualistic in their orientation.
In addition, current research shows that Russian subordinates believe that trust is essential for
professional relationships with their managers, but are still tolerant to mistrust due to a habitual
expectation of mistrust between a Soviet manager and subordinate (Cardona & Morley (2013). It
is also apparent that in for-profit and not-for-profit organizations Russian employees value
intrinsic motivation including meaningful work with possibilities to professional and personal
growth (Maaniitty, 2012).
Overall, existing literature on Russian subordinates revealed that Russian employees at a
lower organizational level still have shortcomings in decision making and accepting ownership
of their responsibilities, as well as gravitating to authoritarian rules. At the same time,
subordinates’ work values are increasingly changing as employees are becoming more
comfortable (possibly even egalitarian) with their supervisors and more individualistic or
independent and self-reliant in their behavior. Finally, employees put emphasis into trust among
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coworkers as well as between managers and subordinates, and look for meaningful managersubordinate relationships, professional development, as well as fulfilment from their work.

Research Gap and Social Construction of Reality Perspective
Even though limited observations still allow for preliminary conclusions about
characteristics of current Russian subordinates, this knowledge cannot be applied to
understanding Russian followers due to the power and obligation context associated with
subordinate roles. Concurrently, as a flip side of leadership, followership is a critical
organizational process associated with organizational performance and even organizational
existence. Followers’ support of an organization’s mission and vision and a meaningful
partnership with leaders create a synergistic force that constitutes organizational strength and
survival. On the contrary, followership problems are displayed through poor work ethic and
morale, distraction from goals, as well as lost opportunities.
Considering the importance of follower-centric research, as well as the current lack of
knowledge about Russian followers, empirical investigation of the phenomena is important for
both scholarship and practice. Even though a Western conceptual understanding of followers
should be taken into consideration, an exploratory research should be approached as indigenous
research that accounts for Russia’s unique cultural context. Value of indigenous or local culture
research, where Western theories are re-evaluated or new understanding of a previously
examined Western phenomena is established, has been strongly advocated by international
scholars (e.g., May & Stewart, 2013).
Finally, exploratory study will benefit from a social construction of reality perspective
used by previous Western scholars to examine Western followership (Carsten et. al, 2010).
According to this perspective, a notion of reality is deeply embedded in sociological thought, and
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reality becomes apparent only through the processes of socialization within that reality (Berger
& Luckmann, 1966). Thus, an understanding of Russian follower roles, behavior, and followerleader relationships is possible though questioning Russian follower self-perceptions.
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